Abstract. In this paper, we study conditions for extending Quillen model category properties , between two symmetric monoidal categories, to their associated category of symmetric sequences and of operads. Given a Quillen equivalence λ : C = Ch k,t D : R, so that D is any symmetric monoidal category and the adjoint pair (λ, R) is weak monoidal, we prove that the categories of connected operads Op C and Op D are Quillen equivalent. This expands an analogous result of Schwede-Shipley([SS03]) when we replace these categories of operads with the sub-categories of C-Monoid and D-monoid.
Introduction
This paper was inspired by the work of Schwede-Shipley who studied conditions for extending Quillen equivalences of two symmetric monoidal model categories to Quillen equivalences on the associated sub-categories of monoids. With good assumption, the circle product endows the category of symmetric sequences with a monoidal structure, and in that case an operad over the underlying category is simply a monoid in the category of symmetric sequences. The study of Schwede-Shipley still do not apply in this case since the circle product is not symmetric.
However, putting the same assumption as in their paper, we are able to come out with an analogue result when the left underlying category is C = Ch k,t , (t ∈ Z ∪ {−∞}). Our method consists of constructing first of all an explicit model of the realization functor for simplicial operads over Ch k,t . This enable us to prove the following theorem (see Thm 17) 1 preliminaries
Chain complexes
Let k be a field of characteristic 0. In this note, we denote by Ch k the category of differential Z-graded chain complexes over k. This category has a symmetric monoidal structure given by:
The switch morphism T : V ⊗ W −→ W ⊗ V must respect the Koszul sign: T (x ⊗ y) = (−1) pq y ⊗ x. The unit of the monoid −⊗−, that we denote abusively k, is the chain complex having k in degree 0 and is trivial in the above degrees.
We denote by Ch k,t , the sub-category of Ch k which consist of t-below truncated chain complexes with t ∈ Z ∪ {−∞}, where Ch k,−∞ = Ch k . 
Weak monoidal adjoint pair
is a weak equivalence. In the litterature(see [SS03] ), one say that the functor R is lax symmetric monoidal when condition a) is satisfied. In this note we sometimes refer to maps ϕ X,Y as the lax monoidal structure morphisms associated to R.
Symmetric sequence
We give here the definition of a symmetric sequence along with the monoidal structrure on the category of symmetric sequences. We refer to [Chi12] for more on this topic.
Let (C, ∧, I C ) be a pointed symmetric monoidal category.
Definition 6 (Symmetric sequence). A symmetric sequence in the category C is a functor M : F inSet −→ C from the category F inSet, whose objects are finite sets and whose morphisms are bijections, to C. Denote the category of all symmetric sequences in C by [F inSet, C](in which morphisms are natural transformations).
Let F inSet 0 be the category whose objects are the finite sets r := {1, ..., r} for r ≥ 0(with 0 the empty set), and whose morphisms are bijections. F inSet 0 is clearly a subcategory of F inSet, and any symmetric sequence M : F inSet −→ C is determined, up to canonical isomorphism, by its restriction M : F inSet 0 −→ C. This restriction consists of the sequence M (0), M (1), M (2), ... of objects in C, together with an action of the symmetric group Σ r on M (r), hence the name "symmetric sequence."
Definition 7. For a finite set J, we define the category J/F inset 0 as follows. The class of objects of J/F inset 0 consists of all functions (not necessary bijection) f : J −→ I for some I ∈ F inSet 0 , and the set of morphisms from (f : J −→ I) to (f : J −→ I ) is the set of bijections σ : I −→ I such that f = σ • f.
Definition 8. Let M and N be two symmetric sequences in C. For each finite set J, we define a functor
For morphism σ : I −→ I in J/F inset 0 we define
by combining map M (σ) with the permutation of the smash product identifying the term corresponding to i ∈ I with the term corresponding to σ(i) ∈ I .
Definition 9 (Composition product). For symmetric sequences M, N, we define a symmetric sequence M • N by
via the identity on M (I) and the action of the symmetric sequence N and the bijections
given by restricting θ. We thus obtain induced maps
Definition 10 (Unit symmetric sequence). The unit symmetric sequence I in the symmetric monoidal category (C, ∧, I C ) is given by I(J) = I C , if |J| = 1, and I(J) = 0 otherwise;
where 0 is the initial object in C. The map I(J) −→ I(J ) induced by a bijection J −→ J is the identity morphism on I C or 0 as appropriate.
If the category (C, ∧, I C ) is such that ∧ commutes with finite colimits, then the composition product • is a monoidal product and ([F inSet, C], •, I) is a monoidal category, but not symmetric (see [Chi05, Prop 2.9] ). For instance the category (Ch k,t , ⊗, k) is closed symmetric monoidal, thus the tensor product ⊗ has a right adjoint, so it preserves all colimits. Therefore ([F inSet, Ch k,t ], •, I) is a monoidal category.
In the sequel of this paper, we equip the category of symmetric sequences [F inset, C] (viewed as functor categories) with the projective model structure which consists of: -fibrations and weak equivalences are natural transformations that are objectwise such morphisms in C.
2 Equivalence of symmetric sequences on Quillen equivalent categories
The composition product of symmetric sequences has a monoidal compatibility with the model structure of the underlying category as we state in the following lemma.
Lemma 11. Let (C, ∧, I C ) be a symmetric monoidal model category, and cofibrantly generated. If i : A A and j : B B are cofibrations in [F inset, C], so that B and B are cofibrant, then the natural morphism
is a cofibration. In addition if i or j is acyclic, then so is (i * , j * ).
Proof. We will make a progressive proof when i is respectively a generating cofibration, a cellular morphism, and finally a cofibration.
Suppose that
is constructed from a generating cofibration K K of C , and let J be a finite set. We have
Since the objects B(J i ) and B (J i ) are cofibrants and that C is a symmetric monoidal model category, one deduce that T 
is a cofibration in C. This induces the result in this specific case of i. In addition, Since the functor − • − preserves left colimits, this result generalizes to any cofibration of the form
2. We assume now that i : A −→ A is a cellular morphism presented by the β-sequence (β is an ordinal) :
where A = colim ρ A < ρ >, with pushout diagrams (cell attachement):
One deduce from this diagram the following pushout:
where the left vertical map is a cofibration using 1. One then deduce that the right vertical map is also a cofibration.
We deduce from this, the cofibration
We then deduce the result by induction on ρ.
3. Finaly let us assume that i is an arbitrary cofibration. i is by definition the retract of a cellular map X i −→ Y. Using the universal property of colimits, one deduce
which is a cofibration according to 2. Therefore one deduce that (i * , j * ) is also a cofibration, and is acyclic if one of i or j is.
Lemma 12. Let (C, ∧, I C ) be a symmetric monoidal model category, and cofibrantly generated. If i : A A is a cofibration in [F inset, C] , and B is a cofibrant symmetric sequence in C, then the natural morphism
Proof. We apply the result of lemma 11 in specific case j : I C B .
Let λ : C D : R be a Quillen pair between two cofibrantly generated model categories. One can always lift the pair (λ, R) to a Quillen pair
: R preserving in this process some properties of the adjunction (λ, R).
Proposition 13. Under the above notation we have the following results.
R is a Quillen equivalence, then so is (λ, R). 2. Let A and B be two symmetric sequences in D.
If (C,
where ϕ R A,B is the natural iteration of the lax monoidal structure morphism associated to R.
The adjunction of this morphism gives
By applying colim one get the map λ colim
and it adjoint gives what we claim to be the lax monoidal structure morphism
Consider now that (λ, R) is a weak monoidal Quillen pair. Let A, B be two cofibrant objects in [F inset, C].
The adjoint of the composition
) is obtained, according to our above construction, from the collection of maps: for f : J −→ I,
and these later are weak equivalences by assumption. We would like to conclude that when we apply the colimit functor we obtain the weak equivalence λ(
-We assume that A = colim ρ A < ρ >, with single cell attachement
When we apply the functor − • B and the functor λ, we obtain the following cube where the top and back faces are the pushout diagrams 3 Simplicial operads
Cofibrant resolution of chain operads
Let C be a cofibrantly generated and pointed model category, and let (C, ∧, I C ) be a symmetric monoidal model category. We denote by Op C the category of connected operads. These are operads P so that P (0) = * (the terminal object) and P (1) = I C . The category Op C has a model structure given by -Fibrations (resp. weak equivalences) are levelwise fibrations(resp. weak equivalences) in the underlying category C.
-Cofibrations are morphisms which have the left lifting property with respect to trivial fibrations.
When C = Ch k,t , t ∈ Z ∪ {−∞}, then it is showed in [BM06, Thm 5.1.and Thm 8.5.4.] that the reduced W -construction W red (N k * ( 1 ), P ) ∼ = B c B(P ) of a connected operad P is a cofibrant model of P ; In particular, there is a quasi-isomorphism
Realization of simplicial operads
We will be working here in the specific context when C = Ch k,t , t ∈ Z ∪ {−∞}. To define the realization functor on simplicial operads, it is fundamental to define first a cosimplicial frame associated to operads.
Lemma 14. There exists a cosimplicial cocommutative non negatively differential graded coalgebra C( • ) so that, given any integer n ≥ 0, one have a diagram
kg i is the cocommutative coalgebra with the coproduct g i := g i ⊗g i .
Proof. We give an inductive construction of the cosimplicial coalgebra C( • ). We start with C( 0 ) := k. The morphism of chain complexes C(sk 0 1 ) := kg 0 ⊕ kg 1 −→ 0 factors as:
Since the domain of α 1 is a coalgebra, using the universal property of cofree coalgebras ( see § 1.2 ), we co-extends α 1 to:
/ / / / k and since the domain of α 1 is cocommutative, its co-restriction produces:
where C(V 1 ) denotes the greatest cocommutative sub-coalgebra of S(V 1 ). We then set:
are given the respective restrictions of β 1 on kg 0 and on kg 1 . The codegeneracy
If k = 2, we first use the notation C(sk 1 2 ) to be the colimit as a coalgebra of the diagram
where for any i, j ∈ {0, 1, 2}, C( 0 (i) ) = kg i and refers to the vertices of the standard simplex 2 ; C( 1 (ij) ) are copies of C( 1 ) whose indices refer to 1-simplices of the standard simplex 2 . As in the previous case, we consider the following factorization of the trivial map:
and using the same previous trick, one recovers from α 2 a coalgebra morphism
where C(V 2 ) denotes the greatest cocommutative sub-coalgebra of S(V 2 ). In addition one have an inclusion k ⊗ sk 0 2 C(sk 1 2 ), thus one form the morphism
2 ) are given , with our construction, by the respective restriction of α 2 on the cofaces C(
This construction generalizes inductively to higher values according to the shape of the standard simplexes n (n ≥ 0), as follows:
and then deduce β n : k ⊗ sk 0 n C( n ) by precomposing with the sequence k ⊗ sk 0 n C(sk 1 n ) ... C(sk n−1 n ).
) are obtained, as in the lower cases, by construction.
Let P be an operad. Since the tensor product of a cocommutative coalgebra with a cooperad is again a cooperad, we deduce from lemma 14 the following diagram in the category coOp C of cooperads on C = Ch k,r :
where,
-B(P ) denotes the bar construction of P ;
By applying the cobar construction functor B c (−) to this sequence one get the operad diagram:
One deduce without too much effort from this later sequence that
satisfies all the hypothesis of cosimplicial frames for B c B(P ).
Definition 15 (Realization). If P • is a simplicial operad on chain complexes C = Ch k,t , (t ∈ Z ∪ {−∞}), then the realization of P • is given by the coend in Op C Definition 16 (Filtering the cobar construction). Let C be a cooperad. We define the filtration F u B c (C) of the cobar construction of the form:
as follows:
where |V (T )| denotes the number of internal vertices of the tree T.
The cobar differential ∂ cobar , which is defined from the cooperad coproduct C −→ C ⊗C, increases the number of vertices of the tree. Therefore
The good characteristic of this filtration is that it isolates the cobar differential ∂ cobar from the first page of the associate spectral sequence. Namely, the associated bigraded complex F * , * B c (C) is given by
Theorem 17. Let P • be a simplicial operad on chain complexes C = Ch k,t , (t ∈ Z ∪ {−∞}). Then for any integer r ≥ 0, there is a quasi-isomorphism
Proof. one can observe that:
where:
-coOp C denotes the category of cooperads on C;
-The isomorphism (1) is justified by the fact that the forgetful functor U : coOp C −→ [F inset, C] preserves colimits as a left adjoint.
On the other hand the model of the realization functor in chain complexes |B c (B(P • ))(r)| C that we use in this proof is the coend
After this setting we want to construct a chain map Γ :
The construction is made on the set of trees. Namely let T be a tree with r leaves. We fix an order on the set of the vertices of the tree T and we define the chain map Γ T as follows:
c v is the coproduct of the coalgebra C( k ).
The collection of the maps Γ T produces naturaly the chain map Γ that we want.
We now have to prove that Γ is a quasi-isomorphism. To prove it we use a spectral sequence argument from the filtration of the cobar construction of definition 16. Namely, let us build the filtrations
One can see that the associated bigraded complexes F * , * |B c (B(P • ))(r)| C and G * , * |P • | Op C are equivalent to:
From a classical theorem of spectral sequences, to prove that Γ is a quasi-isomorphism, it will be enough to show that its restriction to the bigraded complexes F * , * |B c (B(P • ))(r)| C and G * , * |P • | Op C is a quasi-isomorphism with the internal differential of these complexes. This later condition is true if for any fixed tree T, the associated chain map Γ T is a quasi-isomorphism with the internal differential.
Let us consider now the following commutative diagram
1. Given any simplicial chain complex K • , α :
, where ι denotes the top cell of n .
AW
is the generalization(at the level of trees) of the Alexander Whitney map defined as follows: given any two simplicial chain complexes K • and L • , one have
where ι j is the top cell of j ; ι n (0...k) : k −→ n and ι n (k...n) : l −→ n are the canonical monotone injections defined by:
This is the same map though defined with a different notation in [ML63, Corollary 8.6.], and is known to be a quasi-isomorphism (see [SS03, § 2.3.]).
3. The vertical weak equivalences in each column are due to the fact that the terms in the integral are all good model for simplicial framing.
From this diagram, since the morphism AW * at the bottom is a quasi-isomorphism, it follows inductively that Γ T is a quasi-isomorphism.
Simplicial resolution of operads
Let (C, ∧, I C ) be a symmetric monoidal category equipped with colimits such that ∧ distributes over colimits. In this context we are able to define free operads. There are the following adjoint functors:
Op C : U where F denotes the free operad functor, and U is the forgethful functor. This adjunction gives the comonad T := F U : Op C −→ Op C . Let P be an operad in C. We define the simplicial operad Res • (P ) associated to the comonad T and the operad P as follows:
The counit ε : T −→ 1 of the comonad T is used in the classical way to construct the faces d i :
Remark 18. The simplicial operad Res • (P ) has a natural augmentation Res 0 (P ) = T (P ) ε −→ P. The associated augmented simplicial chain complex sequence ε : U Res • (P ) −→ U P has extra degeneracies s −1 : U Res k (P ) −→ U Res k+1 (P ), (∀k ≥ −1) given by:
A straight consequence of these extra degeneracies when C = Ch k,t is that one have the quasi-isomorphisms : ∀r ≥ 0,
Proposition 19. Let us consider the category (C = Ch k,t , ⊗, k). If P be a cofibrant operad on C, then the augmentation ε : |Res • (P )| Op C −→ P is a weak equivalence.
Proof. Let us consider the following commutative diagram: ∀r ≥ 0,
) )
where -The quasi-isomorphism (1) is induced by theorem 17;
-The quasi-isomorphism (2) is induced by the following fact:
P is cofibrant, therefore Res • (P ) and B c B(Res • (P )) are Reedy cofibrant. We conclude using [Fre17b, Thm 3.3.7 .] that (2) is a quasi-isomorphism.
-(3) is induced by remark 18.
We then deduce by the 2-out of 3 property of weak equivalence that (4) is a quasiisomorphism.
Equivalence of operads on Quillen equivalent categories
Let λ : C = Ch k,t D : R be a Quillen pair between the category of chain complexes Ch k,t (t ∈ Z∪{−∞}) with its classical projective model structure, and any model category D. If in addition the category D is monoidal and the pair (λ, R) is a weak symmetric monoidal Quillen pair, then the functor R extends naturaly to a functor R : Op D −→ Op C given by:
∀k and P ∈ Op D , (R(P ))(k) := R(P (k)).
It is proved in [Fre17a, Prop 3.1.5.-(a) ] that the functor R has a left adjoint L : Op C −→ Op D given by:
(a) If P = F (M ) is a free operad in chain complexes generated by a symmetric sequence M, then
is the aritywise left composition with λ;
(b) If P is any operad on chain complexes, then one make the following identification:
is the forgetful functor;
is the morphism of operads adjoint of the identity morphism of symmetric sequences Id : U F U (P ) −→ U F U (P );
, with ε : F U (P ) −→ P being the morphism of operads adjoint to the identity of symmetric sequences Id :
We now set
It is good to remark that the pair (L, R) remains a Quillen pair. Using this notation and construction, we state the following theorem:
Theorem 20. Let λ : C = Ch k,t D : R be a weak monoidal Quillen pair between the category (Ch k,t , ⊗, k), (t ∈ Z ∪ {−∞}), and any other symmetric monoidal category (D, ∧, I D ). If the pair (λ, R) is a Quillen equivalence, then so is the pair L : Op C Op D : R.
To pove this theorem, we will need the result of the following lemma Proposition 21. Let λ : C = Ch k,t D : R be a weak monoidal Quillen pair between the category (Ch k,t , ⊗, k), (t ∈ Z ∪ {−∞}), and any other symmetric monoidal category (D, ∧, I D ). If P is a cofibrant operad in Ch k,t , then the morphism λ(U (P )) −→ U L(P ) , which is adjoint to the unit η : P −→ RL(P ), is a weak equivalence.
Proof. We form the following diagram which is commutative from the natural transformations |Res
-The weak equivalence of (1) is justified by the weak equivalence of corollary 19, and the fact that the functor λ is a left Quillen adjoint so preserves weak equivalences ( all chain complexes are cofibrant);
-The weak equivalence of (2) is justified by the following facts: the functor L is a left Quillen adjoint, thus preserves weak equivalence between cofibrant operads, and the operads P an |Res • (P )| Op C are cofibrant , thus by applying L to the weak equivalence of proposition 19, one obtain (2);
-The weak equivalences of (4) and (6) are a straigth use of Theorem 17;
-The isomorphisms (3) and (5) come from then fact that the functors L and λ commute with colimits as left adjoint.
The orizontal map at the bottom is obtained litteraly by applying the functor | − | C to the simplicial map λ((F U ) •+1 (P ))(r) −→ L((F U ) •+1 (P ))(r) = F λ(F U ) •+1 (P )(r) and this later map is a weak equivalence since it is built out of the lax monoidal morphisms ∀V, W ∈ Ch : :
We aim to prove that the map P −→ R(Q) is a quasi-isomorphism. It will be enough in showing that the morphism U P −→ U R(Q) (where U : Op C −→ [F inSet, C] is the forgethful functor) is a quasi-isomorphism.
The We proved in lemma 21 that (1) is a weak equivalence, therefore (2) is a weak equivalence between the fibrant U Q ( in [F inSet, D]) and the cofibrant U P ( in [F inSet, C]) object. We now use the fact that the adjoint pair (λ, R) is a Quillen equivalence (proposition 13) to deduce that U P −→ U R(Q) is a weak equivalence. Conversely, consider a quasi-isomorphism g : P −→ R(Q). We want to prove that g : L(P ) −→ Q, and it will be sufficient to prove that g : U L(P ) −→ U Q. Let us consider the commutative diagram λ(U P )
/ / U Q -α 0 is a quasi-isomorphism according to lemma 21;
-γ 1 • α 1 : λR −→ U Q is the unit of the adjunction (λ, R), therefore γ 1 α 1 λ(g) : λ(U P ) −→ U Q is the adjoint of g. One then deduce that γ 1 α 1 λ(g) = gα 0 is a weak equivalence, since (λ, R) is a Quillen equivalence.
Therefore from the 2 out of 3 property, one deduce that g is a weak equivalence.
